The current study shows the applications of both classical test theory (CTT) and item response theory (IRT) to the psychology data. The study discusses item level analyses of General Mattering Scale produced by the two theories as well as strengths and weaknesses of both measurement approaches. The survey consisted of a total of five Likert-type items. Each student chose the best answers from the given categories (e.g., not at all, a little, somewhat, very much). We specifically run generalized partial credit IRT model. Overall, we discussed that while CTT provides comparatively superficial information, IRT allows gaining deeper insight into the test items and response categories. We concluded that the meaning of item properties differs in CTT and IRT, and this difference may lead to different interpretations. We aimed to encourage psychologists and counsellors to give more consideration to the IRT applications when assessing the psychometric features of the items.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of many tests in the area of educational, psychological or behavioral measurement is to observe and explain human behaviors or feelings, and draw accurate inferences from given answers to test items. However, this is not straightforward task since latent variables are intended to measure unobservable or indirect constructs, such as feelings or emotions. Since the latent variable is measured by a set of items, how much one knows about the items in the test batteries determines how much he/she knows about latent variables. Consequently, how one analyzes, and then makes inferences about test items play a vital role. This study showed how inferences and interpretations made from the items intended to measure students' feelings about mattering would differ across different measurement theories.
There are two types of measurement theories used to describe the relationships between observed (e.g., items) and unobserved variables (e.g., attitude or latent ability). The first one is the classical test theory (CTT). The CTT is a simple measurement theory which also known as true score theory. During the history of psychometrics dating back to early 1900s (Crocker & Algina, 1986) , the CTT has been very popular, and intensively used by researchers and practitioners from a variety of fields including counseling and psychology (e.g. Cho, Drasgow, & Cao, 2015; Riemer & Kearns, 2010) . This is because the CTT based calculations can be easily computed, even by hand. However, it has been extensively criticized due to producing population or sample dependent interpretations (Lord, 1980) . This means that when the same survey is taken by two different groups, item properties such as discrimination and difficulty, hereby, inferences might differ across the groups. The second one is item response theory (IRT; Baker, 1992) . IRT, also known as latent trait theory, is a strong psychometric theory. IRT explains the statistical relationships between test taker's ability level and the response given to that item by item response category characteristic curves. Unlike CTT, IRT allows to draw population independent interpretations as long as one has enough sample size (e.g., a minimum of 300). It also separately estimates the errors in the observed scores for all individuals.
Although IRT requires complicated calculations, due to the advantages over CTT, it is seen as the evolutionary measurement theory by practitioners and measurement theorists. Thus, it is very common to see its applications in many studies from a variety of areas including health education (Hays, Morales, & Reise, 2000) , teacher education (Brodin, Fors, & Laksov, 2010) , psychology (Lee, Krishnan, & Park, 2012) , childhood education (Gomez & Vance, 2015) , counseling (Riemer & Kearns, 2010) and more. However, unlike CTT, IRT based application examples are limited in the fields of counseling and psychology, and as compared to the CTT, a little consideration has been given to the IRT-based analyses by psychologists.
This study illustrated an application of both CTT and IRT approaches to the psychology related data, and compared item level analyses and interpretations produced by the two measurement theories. This collaboration aimed to empirically support the notion that IRT-based inferences would be more meaningful, hereby its applications should take more place in the field of psychology. Our goal was to draw researchers' attention to the IRT, and encourage counselors and psychologists to give more consideration to the IRT models in their research for a better understanding of their surveys.
Related Studies
Even though the CTT has been the dominantly used theory to assess the psychometric characteristics of the measurement tools, IRT-based applications has gained popularity in recent years. There are some good examples that used IRT approach when assessing the outcomes of the psychological scales. For example, Zanon, Hutz, Yoo and Hambleton (2016) used IRTbased calculations on affect scale that aimed to explore students' emotions and feelings as pleasant or unpleasant. They specifically used the graded response model, and discussed the highlights of IRT for psychological test development. Hamzeh and Fatima (2016) run graded response model, and discussed the findings of IRT-based applications when validating marital satisfaction scale. Riemer and Kearns (2010) compared both CTT and IRT-based findings and interpretations on youth counseling impact scale, and discussed the advantages of IRT over CTT. Another great example was provided by Turner, Betz, Edwards and Borgen (2017) . They examined item quality of self-efficacy scale by using both CTT and IRT, and concluded that IRT-based calculations provided better insight to detect low and high quality items. Furthermore, Tasca et al., (2016) used both CTT and IRT when validating the shortened version of the therapeutic factors inventory form. Similarly, Locke et al., (2012) showed CTT and IRT based calculations, and discussed the strengths and weaknesses of the interpretations drawn across the two measurement theories when shortening the counseling center assessment of psychological symptoms scale. Lastly, Lee, Krishnan and Park (2012) run nominal response IRT model, which is a member of Rasch models. They analyzed psychometric properties of the children's depression inventory scale items, and reported item quality across the different age groups.
Theoretical Framework
When achieving the goal of measuring student feelings, typically Likert-type or polytomously scored items (aka multiple category items) are used. This is because polytomously scored items provide more information than dichotomously scored items (e.g., binary such as true/false, correct/incorrect, pass/fail; Embretson & Reise, 2000) . Unlike dichotomously scored items (e.g., binary), polytomously scored items have more than two categories (e.g., strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree). However, it is important to add that the choice of item format obviously depends on the purpose and consequences of the survey.
The CTT assumes that a test taker's test score is comprised of his/her "true" score and some measurement error. This is conceptualized as
= +
The CTT assumes that the error in the observed score is constant across all test takers, meaning that everyone's true score is calculated by the same amount of error, which is unrealistic in practice. Another assumption is that there is no correlation between true scores and error (Crocker & Algina, 1986) .
When items are dichotomously scored, item means represent item difficulty in CTT (i.e., proportion of examinees that answered an item correct). However, when the test items are polytomously scored, item means do not represent more than the average numerical mean score for an item. Item discrimination represents the ability to differentiate low proficiency and high proficiency examinees, and calculated by item-total correlations. If people get score low on an item also get low score on the test (or vice versa), this means that the item has better discrimination parameter.
In the IRT, there are two types of family modeling approaches. These are called cumulative (e.g., indirect) and adjacent (e.g., direct) models. Both type of models define step functions, the relationship between probability of reaching a certain category and latent variable, but differ in interpreting and calculating the steps. The cumulative models define step functions as the probability of scoring for cumulative score categories (e.g., probability of scoring more than 0, probability of scoring more than 1 etc.). Graded Response Model (GRM; Samejima, 1969 ) is a well-known example of polytomous IRT model that uses cumulative or indirect approach. The direct models, which is the interest in this study, define step functions as the probability of scoring for adjacent score categories (e.g., probability of scoring 1, for a person given that he/she already scored 0 or probability of scoring 2, given that person already scored 1). The Partial Credit Model (PCM; Masters, 1982) and the Generalized Partial Credit Model (GPCM; Muraki, 1992) are some examples of polytomous IRT models that use direct approach. If there are number of k response categories for an item, both PCM and GPCM specify m difficulty parameters (b), where m=k-1, unique to each step. However, while the GPCM specifies separate discrimination parameters for each item, and the PCM (i.e., also known as polytomous Rasch model) does not allow discrimination parameters to vary across the items, implying that the discrimination parameter equals to 1 for all items. It can be said that the two models are the nested models. The choice of the IRT model approach mainly depends on the theoretical and empirical considerations. One can refer to Huggins-Manley and Algina (2015) for more technical details about the polytomous item response theory.
In this study, we are particularly interested in direct or adjacent approach, and specifically run the GPCM due to empirical reasons (e.g., providing better model fit than PCM). One can refer to the Table 1 for the model-fit information for these two IRT models. The probability that an examinee scores the category j on item i is modeled by the GPCM as
Where k is the number of response options, m is the number of the steps, and m= k-1, ai is the difficulty parameter and bi is the difficulty parameter for item i on the j th step. The difficulty of a step (aka step parameter) represents the point at which a person has an equal chance or probability of scoring j or j+1 (advancement on the j th step). It is important to note that step parameters (e.g., b1, b2, b3) are the interaction points of the two adjacent category response curves. The item response category characteristic curve given in Figure 1 visually shows an example of an item with four response options where b1=-2. 28, b2=-0.96, b3=0.85 . The discrimination parameter determines the steepness of the category characteristic curves. As the discrimination of an item increases, the category response curves become steeper; hereby probability of selecting a response option rapidly changes. 
Mattering
Many researchers in the fields of educational, social, and counseling psychology conducted studies on the concept of mattering and its relationship with other variables (Cha, 2016; Connolly & Myers, 2003; Flett, Galfi-Pechenkov, Molnar, Hewitt, & Goldstein, 2012; Rayle, 2006; Tovar, Simon, & Lee, 2009 ). However, no recent studies have explored this construct with Turkish participants or in the Turkish society. Rosenberg and McCullough conceptualized the term of mattering as a sense of belonging in 1980s (Tovar, 2013) . After reviewing many research databases (e.g. PsychInfo, Academic Search Complete, Google Scholar, ULAKBIM) we have found that first time mattering was studied by Demir, Özen, and Doğan in 2012 with a group of Turkish participants. In other words, the term took attention of Turkish researchers 32 years after it was introduced by Rosenberg and McCullough. There are a few reasons that researchers in Turkey did not show sufficient interest in mattering.
First, Rosenberg and McCullough (1981) described mattering as one's sense of belonging to his/her immediate surroundings and society. We have found that there are many studies conducted on sense of belonging in the Turkish literature. This could be one of the reasons that researchers focused on the core concept of mattering but neglected the big picture-mattering. The second reason could be the lack of mattering measurements available in Turkish. The study conducted by Demir et al. (2012) used Mattering to Others Questionnaire (Marshall, 2001) ; however, the instrument is not available in Turkish and we assume that it was translated by Demir and colleagues for the study they conducted in 2012. One problem with this is the lack of information of the psychometric properties of the instrument they used because there is no adequate information about the validation process in their study. At our best knowledge, Haktanır, Lenz, Can, and Watson (2016) developed, and validated the first mattering measure which was General Mattering Scale (Marcus, 1991) into Turkish.
In parallel to the current study's aim, we believe that mattering will take more attention and both researchers and practitioners will benefit from its potential value. Moreover, measurements of mattering in different languages will help to conceptualize "our subjective perception and interpretation that we make a difference to others in our lives" (Tovar, 2013, p. 42) . As stated by Rosenberg and McCullough (1981) , three elements of mattering, which are attention, importance, and dependence, have continued to constitute the theoretical base of measurements and explain external validation of a person by others. This external validation comes true at the interpersonal and societal levels (Rosenberg & McCullough, 1981) . The interpersonal dimension indicates individuals' level of mattering to people in their lives. In other words, the feeling of mattering they get from close relationships, such as, parents, friends, teachers. On the other hand, the societal dimension includes individuals' perception of mattering toward outer world, such as, schools, governmental institutions, religious institutions. As the number of mattering studies which have been conducted in different cultures increase, our understanding level of the concept and related variables increase.
METHOD

Participants and Data Collection
The relevant university ethics board approved the study, the data were collected from volunteer students attending a state university in southeast region of Turkey during 2017-2018 academic year. There were 1644 undergraduate students from five different faculties. Twenty-one cases were removed from the data file since participants left the instrument items blank. This ended the data with 1623 participants. Of the participants, 59.5% were female (n= 966) and 39.5% were male (n= 643), 14 participants failed to respond this demographic query. The ages of respondents were between 17 and 39, the average age of the total participants was 21.4.
Participants reported their academic levels as freshmen (n = 372, 23%), sophomores (n = 439, 27%), juniors (n = 524, 32.3%), and seniors (n=279, 17.2%). Nine participants failed to respond to this demographic query.
Measure
In the current study, we used the General Mattering Scale-Turkish Version (GMS-TR; Haktanir et al., 2016) to collect data. The GMS (Marcus, 1991) was developed to assess the degree individuals believe how they are important to others. This 5-point Likert-type assessment yields a single scale score based on participant responses that range from Very Much to Not at All. Possible scores on the scale range from five to 20, with higher scores being indicative of a greater perception of mattering. Mattering is accounted for by participant responses to items such as "How important do you feel you are to other people?" and "How interested are people generally in what you have to say?" Haktanır et al. (2016) reported moderate Cronbach's alpha coefficients of .74. For the original version, Rayle and Myers (2004) reported alpha coefficients between .74 and .86 among college students. For the current study, we calculated a Cronbach's alpha of .76. The survey is given in the Appendix.
Analysis Procedure
Since the IRT models presented above assume dimensionality (e.g., measuring one and only one construct), we first checked the dimensionality of the data to ensure there was a single construct of interest, named general mattering. Specifically, we run a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with five items in AMOS (Arbuckle, 2014). The fitted model that we run was shown in Figure 2 . For the CTT interpretations, we calculated the means for each response category across all items, CTT based-observed score distribution, and item level means and discrimination parameters. We also calculated CTT-based reliability index known as Cronbach's alpha. For the IRT interpretations, we run the GPCM, and calculated similar parameters. For the reliability measures in the IRT context, we calculated item and test information function which corresponds to the reliability index in IRT. We used the SPSS version 22.0 (IBM, 2013) for the CTT calculations, and the "ltm" package (Rizopoulos, 2017) in R Software (R Core Team, 2016) for the IRT calculations. 
RESULTS
The results of CFA indicated that the single factor model of general mattering scale (see Figure  2 ) had a strong fit; χ 2 (5)= 47.22, p< .05; GFI= .99, CFI= .97, TLI= .95, RMSEA= .07, and SRMR= .03. This shows that we met the unidimensionality assumption. Item and scale level findings produced by the CTT and IRT are discussed in the following paragraphs.
CTT Based Findings
Item means, standard deviations, item discrimination parameters and Cronbach's alpha statistics if item deleted across the five items, and scale level statistics produced under the CTT are given in Table 2 . The mean for the item related to depend were the highest. It is obvious that there were a lot of students picked "somewhat" or "very much" on this item. The lowest mean was found for the item related to the importance. Item means for the remaining four items ranged from 2.66 to 2.91. This implies that on these four items, students generally picked the two middle options-"a little" and "somewhat". Based on the scale level statistics given at the bottom of Table 2 , on average, a student got a score of 2.88 out of 4 for an item. Hence, it is safe to say that students mostly believe that the degree to which others matter to them was close to somewhat. The descriptive statistics for the response categories given in Table 3 also support this. The discrimination parameter, the power of differentiating the respondents, was the lowest and highest for the items related to the depend, and important, respectively. This means that the depend and important items were the most and least effective items to distinguish the students having low and high general mattering score in total, respectively. The discriminations for all items in the scale were higher than acceptable rates (e.g., 0.4). The scale level (e.g., across the five items) Cronbach's alpha measure was 0.76 which is not very high but at acceptable rate. It was also found that deleting any item would increase the alpha value. However, it was seen while the effect of deleting the first four items on the Cronbach's alpha would be more serious and, the effect of removing the depend item from analysis would be negligible. 
IRT Based Findings
The item parameters for the five items under the generalized partial credit model are given in Table 4 , and the item response category characteristic curves that show the probability of selecting each response option are shown in Figure 3 . By looking at the Table 4 , we saw that b1 parameter (e.g., first step parameter) was the highest for the important item, meaning that the chance of feeling "a little important to other people" for a person who scored "not at all" was more difficult compared to items. This also means that someone with = -1.06 has an equal chance of picking the response category 1 (Not at all) and response category 2 (A little) on this item. In other words, any student with ability score of less than = -1.06 will more likely pick "not at all", higher than =-1.06 will more likely pick "a little". Whereas, it was the lowest for the say item, meaning that someone with = -1.86 has an equal chance of picking "not at all" and "a little". As told before, this is because the corresponding value of the ability scale at the interaction point of the curves for these two options was -1.86 for the say item. Thus, we can conclude that stepping from the response option "not at all" to "a little" is easier or requires less amount of general mattering ability score on the say item than any other items. The b1 parameters for the remaining items can be interpreted similarly. When we looked at the transitions from the option "a little" to the option "somewhat", we saw that b2 parameter was the lowest for the depend item, meaning that someone with =-1.66 has an equal chance of picking both middle categories on this item. When the latent ability score is higher than =-1.66, the likelihood of picking "somewhat" increases. Whereas, it was the highest for the attention item, meaning that someone with a theta of -0.60 has an equal chance of picking the both categories. More specifically, any person with ability score of less than = -0.60 (but less than =-1.81 because b1 for this item is -1.81) would more likely pick the response option of a little. To sum up, the chance of stepping from a little to somewhat requires less and higher amount of general mattering ability score on the depend and attention items, respectively.
We found that b3 parameter was the lowest for the depend item, and highest for the important item. This means that the transitions from "somewhat" to "very much" for students who already selected "somewhat" requires lowest and highest general mattering latent trait score for the depend and important items, respectively.
We also noticed that the probability of selecting "a little" was the lowest on any point of the ability scale for the depend item (e.g., the curve numbered 2 was always under the other curves on any points of the scale). This means that regardless of the amount of general ability score, students always tented to select other three options on the depend item. This was also true for the other items. This is because the likelihood of selecting the option "a little" was higher just for a limited range of ability scores (i.e., the curve numbered 2 was above the other curves across a short range on the ability scale). Thus, we can conclude that the option "a little" was the least efficient option, especially for the depend item, and regardless of the magnitude of the general mattering ability score, the students always tended select the other options.
In terms of item discriminations, the best discriminating item was important item, and the worst discriminating item was depend item. When we look at the Figure 3 , it is clear that item category curves were steeper on the important item, and flatter on the depend item. We also provided item and test or scale level information function that shows (1) the amount of information an item or a scale provides across the different points on the ability scale, and (2) the point where the information peaks, and showed in Figure 4 . Based on the Figure 4 , the first finding was that item information function always peaks around the theta point of -1 for all items. This means that the test items were more appropriate for the students having ability score of -1. In other words, the latent ability scores were more precisely or accurately calculated for the students with the ability level of around -1. The test level information chart in the same figure also supports this. The second finding was that the depend item provides the lowest information, and important item provides the highest amount of information for the students across the ability levels. This means that the depend and important items were the worst and best items, respectively, to be able to measure general mattering ability with a less amount of measurement error. 
DISCUSSION
More likely due to computational easiness, classical test theory is more commonly used by the psychologists and counselors. However, because of producing sample dependent outcomes, it does not always allow researchers and practitioners to generalize findings to other facets. Furthermore, due to its test-focused feature (e.g., focusing total score), CTT does not tell much about item characteristics in detail and how persons are well on specific items. Whereas, item response theory can easily overcome these problems and can provide more meaningful and concrete interpretations (de Ayala, 2009). However, there is a lack of item response theory applications in the area of psychological measurement. This study showed an application of both classical test theory and item response theory applications to the counseling data, and presented the inferences made by the two.
Based on the CTT findings, for all items, students generally selected the second and third response options (e.g., a little and somewhat), but always the lowest percentage of the students picked the first response option (e.g., not at all). The distribution of selected response options was relatively closer on the important item which made it the most discriminating item, but varied on the depend item which led it to have the lowest discrimination parameter. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the in terms of the contribution to the scale for a better measurement, the depend item was the least effective item.
Item response theory also found that that the depend item was the most problematic item in the scale. This is because, this item provided the lowest amount of item information across the different ability levels, and had the lowest discrimination power. Moreover, the chance of reaching the highest level of response option (e.g., very much) was much easier on this item which was inconsistent with the other items. We believe that it is interesting to see that students at this age easily believe that people depend on them very much. There could be two possible explanations of this finding. First, from a psychological perspective, this means that it was more significant to be considered by others than someone else being depend on them. This was consistent with previous research conducted by Karaman, Balkin, and Juhnke (2018) .
Researchers conducted a life balance-related study with 453 Turkish participants, and indicated that there was a positive relationship between feeling important by others and a balanced life. In other words, participants concerned whether others cared about them or not. Second explanation of believing people depend on them very much could be that this was more likely because students in the current study did not have a better understanding of this item, and had difficulty interpreting. In order to eliminate the possible confusion, it would be beneficial to play with the structure of the item or to provide additional explanation in a parenthesis. On the other hand, the best item was the important item due to providing the highest amount of information and having the highest discrimination power. Also, the scale was more effective to measure students having general ability score of around -1. However, it was not easy to make these inferences by the CTT.
Furthermore, the IRT detected that the option "a little" is the least effective option, especially for the depend item. This was due to the fact that, the item category response curve for a little response option always stayed under the other response curves. Hence, the students always tended to select the other options, regardless of the magnitude of latent trait score. This might be because of that the students did not distinguish between the response options "a little" and "somewhat" when answering the items. We have concluded that this response option should be revised or removed.
This study does not argue against CTT-based calculations. Rather, this work simply shows how the meaning of item parameters would differ in two measurement approaches and how these differences may yield different interpretations. We aim to encourage psychologists and counselors to give more consideration to the item response theory applications when assessing the psychometric features of the items in the scales in the educational and counseling areas, and draw their attention to the IRT. This is because; as shown in the paper, IRT would provide more information about the items and response options. As the final note, the choice of measurement approach could be particularly very important when validating a psychometric tool.
In this work, we run GPCM only, but other studies should also examine properties of the items under other polytomously scored item response theory models using direct approach such as direct PCM or GRM. BMC medical education, 10, 14-14-doi:10.1186 BMC medical education, 10, 14-14-doi:10. /1472 
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